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    		X-PRO Cougar 200cc Utility ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, LED Headlight, Big 23"/22" Wheels!
[ATV-P005]	$1,499.95 $1,299.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	Trace F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/22/2024
	Great for the $$

Bought a 4 Wheeler for my grandson and soon realized I needed one to ride with him to keep an eye on him, he's only 6. I did not want to speed a lot of money and found this on psm. So far it has been great. Wasn't hard to put together. He's even ridden it some.                                        
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	View Product


	WILLIAM W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/16/2024
	Well built

Great at the price point, runs great rides gear, tires and wheels could almost cost you this amount. Will be buying more. Shipping by truck is expensive, need local pickup option. Some assembly needed but nothing major.                                        
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	michael S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/30/2023
	I did A LOT of research before I bought this. And I felt as though any potential issue would be easily remedied. But as it turns out, I got a perfect product, put it together, fired it up, and haven't looked back. I've been on quite a few joy rides, and have put it to lawn work, and I foresee no issues. I'm actually impressed with the quality. Everything seems sturdy and well designed. I did have to go an meet the delivery truck in a public parking lot to pick it up. But, I expected as much. I live in a rural area off a narrow road, and tractor trailers aren't allowed back here. That was a minor inconvenience, and no fault of the seller. I did go over every bit of the assembly and backed some nuts off to add locktite. And I used locktite of most of the assembly that I was responsible for. My take is that if you want an ATV and don't want to pay Honda (and the like) prices, buy this. Buy this now. I weigh 230 lbs, and this ATV has all the zip I need. If something goes bad on it, um, hello, psm sells all the parts, and most of the parts cost between $7 and $20! What are you waiting for? Buy this. Buy this now. Use Affirm, if you need to, and make payments. I am so happy with the seller (very communicative) and so happy with the product (very solid).                                        


                     8 people found this helpful
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	jorge C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/21/2023
	Good quality for the money.

The unit was fun to assemble and better than we expected.For me it needs better protection from mud and rocks under the unit.I would buy another one for the price we paid.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	emanuel I

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/27/2023
	Bought this quad for my wife and she loves it. It requires some assemly but if you're mechanically inclined then the lack of instructions wont be an issue. The only assembly is front suspension, tires, battery and handle bars. The 200cc motor is not incredibly fast and the automatic transmission is slow to respond but thats to be expected with this type of quad. Shipping took about 2 days since i picked it up from the XPO terminal myself. X Pro is a very good seller, i had some issues with my order and they responded to all my emails, even late at night. I would highly recommend x pro. This is my second purchase from this company and i wish i bought my kids' dirt bikes from them instead of the garbage they sell at T/S and i wouldnt be already rebuilding both the other dirt bikes. Change the oil before you even start it.                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	james R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/23/2023
	Follow directions when assembling. Use loctite on bolts. Follow break in procedures. Read owners manual. This is exactly what they are selling a carburated rwd ATV. I am 6'3". 200 lbs. It is fast enough to keep up with the crowds on trails and did really well in rocky terrain. I only put 15 hours on it so far, but have had zero issues. I changed the oil right away and used 89 gas. Excellent machine for the price. It is lighter, taller and wheel base is somewhat narrow, so inexperienced riders should take care on turns and uneven terrain until they learn the machine.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	paul B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/13/2023
	Great Beginner Bike

Great experience with this order. Customer service was fantastic. Communication was excellent. The shipping company was great and had great contact with me through out the process. The bike looks amazing. the crate was very strong. Putting it together was easy as i watched a video on youtube . The Bike does not have that much power as of yet. but it will . great bike for a beginner. The take off speed is slow. I know i can adjust the throttle to give it a little top end. The bike looks amazing and runs great.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	roger O E

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/07/2023
	Assembled in about 5 hours just tinkering around with it on my day off. Reverence the manufactures video on YouTube. Make sure you use Loctite on all the bolts or nuts that do not have Teflon. I'm going to keep factory oil in it for 10 hours and then I'm going to change the oil to 100% synthetic. I'm 6'2 210 lb and I can easily ride this four wheeler it's a lot of fun. I bought it for my son and myself! I am also doing a video review!                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	bernice W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	07/24/2023
	I am very very excited ðŸ˜Š !everyone at my job couldn't believe what I paid for it? They â�¤ï¸� it! The only thing about my 4 wheeler? I wish I can find a trailer hitch for it? Let me know if there is one for this brand 200 atv quad 4 x- pro ? Thank u I'm enjoying my big girls toy !                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	Kevin B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	07/06/2023
	They are wonderful machines for the price. Of course after you clean the gas tank change the fuel filter and clean the carb, as they put gas in them to test them out and it sits in there for a couple years before sold so it sludges up. But they run fine after that and have no problem with a 220lbs adult on them they go plenty fast enough, even with the throttle screw being about half way out. So there is way more speed to them, and it makes it nice to beable to teach a child to ride , and turn it up as they get more experienced.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	ATV-P005
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
Great for the $$
Bought a 4 Wheeler for my grandson and soon realized I needed one to ride with him to keep an eye on him, he's only 6. I did not wa ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: ATV Premium Storage Cover, Medium Size, Black, Free Shipping!]
ATV Premium Storage Cover, Medium Size, Black, Free Shipping!
$45.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: ATV-J012 125 ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, Foot Brake and Remote Control! Big 16" Tires!]
ATV-J012 125 ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, Foot Brake and Remote Control! Big 16" Tires!
$899.95 $1,099.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$49.95 $59.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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